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Summary
Oﬀshore wind farms in Europe are constantly moving further from shore in order to capture the favourable wind condi ons. However, challenges regarding their installa on, Opera on and Maintenance (O&M) become more prominent. Speciﬁcally, O&M costs contribute signiﬁcantly (20-30%) to the Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE) over the life me of
an oﬀshore wind farm. One of the main reasons is the low accessibility to the wind farm
which increases the down me and the revenue losses due to loss of energy produc on,
especially for far-oﬀshore wind farms. The la er has driven the research on innova ve
access systems which promise average yearly accessibility of 90%.
In this report, an overview of the current and under-development access systems is presented as the ﬁrst eﬀort for including all available access systems for oﬀshore wind in one
document and ECN intends to update it every year. Based on the point of access, three
categories are iden ﬁed: i) Access to the boat landing, ii) Access to the pla orm of the
transi on piece and iii) Access to the helideck on top of the nacelle. Besides the convenonal method of access to the boat landing through Crew Transfer Vessels (CTVs), mo on
compensated gangways on the deck of Service Opera on Vessels (SOVs) have entered
the market during the last decade, moving the maintenance base oﬀshore. The analysis
shows the growth of this market in alignment with the needs for more eﬃcient and safer
transfer of technicians and cargo to oﬀshore wind turbines.
In order to assess the impact of selec ng a par cular access system, the importance of
modelling the O&M ac vi es in oﬀshore wind farms is outlined. By doing so, design
drivers can be iden ﬁed, business cases of new systems can be established and op mal
decisions can be made both for deﬁning the O&M strategy and choosing the access system. This analysis is possible through ECN’s in-house developed tool ”ECN O&M Access”,
an opera on and maintenance cost es mator speciﬁcally developed for designers and developers of maintenance vessels and access systems for the oﬀshore wind industry. In this
work, a reference wind farm is chosen for which harbour and oﬀshore based O&M strategies are compared. The access systems that are considered include CTVs, CTVs combined
with helicopter and SOV including mo on compensated gangway. The results of this study
show that wind farm availability varies between 94% to 96% and suggests harbour based
strategy as the op mal in terms of O&M Cost of Energy (COE) minimiza on considering
the rela vely small distance from shore.
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Last, the ﬁndings of this work are concluded. The market overview of the access systems
shows that the rela ve short distance from shore of the exis ng oﬀshore wind farms has
driven the extensive use of CTVs but as oﬀshore wind farms move further from shore,
more SOVs are being deployed, helicopters become the norm and new designs for mo on
compensated gangways are being introduced. In the context of future work on O&M logisc concept and access system selec on, ECN is improving its O&M simula on capabili es
to account for all relevant environmental condi ons by combining ECN’s modelling experse with vessel hydrodynamic calcula ons performed by MARIN and the study about the
eﬀect on technician performance performed by TNO.

Keywords:

oﬀshore wind, opera on and maintenance, accessibility, crew transfer
vessels, service opera on vessels, mo on compensated gangways, ECN O&M Access
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1
Introduction
Chapter 1 pinpoints the importance of oﬀshore wind access, explains the mo va on behind this work and provides the structure of this report.

1.1 Offshore wind O&M background
Oﬀshore wind energy has grown rapidly over the past decade and it is constantly moving
further oﬀshore into deeper waters. Figure 1 presents the currently (end of 2016) installed
power in Europe and the projec ons un l 2025 based on the under-construc on, planned
and consented oﬀshore wind farms.

Figure 1: Cumula ve annual installed power in Europe from 2000 un l 2025 (expected) [1].
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As Figure 1 indicates, oﬀshore wind power in Europe is expected to reach 40GW by 2025
with 30GW coming from near-shore (< 70km) and 10GW from far-oﬀshore (> 70km)
wind farms. Despite the favorable wind condi ons, increasing distance from port leads to
higher O&M costs and determines the most suitable strategy as it can be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2: O&M strategy as func on of distance from port [2].
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Speciﬁcally, for near-shore wind farms, workboats (medium sized CTVs) are usually launched
from the port base whereas helicopters can support the O&M ac vi es in case harsher
weather condi ons require that. Far-oﬀshore wind farms require an oﬀshore base for accommoda ng the technicians and possibly spare parts since the travelling me from the
port signiﬁcantly increases and thus, the eﬀec ve working me oﬀshore is limited. The
most commonly used oﬀshore O&M base is the Service Opera on Vessel (SOV) or Walk
to Work vessel. These Dynamic Posi oning (DP) vessels are typically longer than 50m and
they can accommodate up to 60 technicians and spare parts.
Overall, the goal for choosing the most suitable maintenance strategy is to achieve the
op mal trade-oﬀ between the O&M costs and the availability of the wind farm. Typically for oﬀshore wind farms, availability of 95% is realised as the most eﬃcient in terms
of cost minimiza on. The limita ons on achieving higher reliability of components have
turned the a en on towards op mizing the maintenance strategies including the access
methods to the oﬀshore sites. What is described with the term Accessibility, meaning
the percentage of me that an oﬀshore wind farm can be approached and accessed by
technicians, is a key element for the economic viability of a project and the source of high
uncertain es.
Results of studies [3] reveal that accessibility of at least 80% of the me is necessary in order to achieve wind farm availability of over 90%. It should be noted that the calcula ons
regarding the accessibility for ship-based access are based on the maximum allowable
wave condi ons during personnel transfer. Successively, wave condi ons are generally
described by two parameters: the signiﬁcant wave height (Hs ) and the mean zero-crossing
wave period (Tz ). However, the limit wave states are usually described only by using the
signiﬁcant wave height. This prac cally means that for a given access method the accessibility is equal to the probability of sea states up to the related limi ng signiﬁcant wave
height. Figure 3 shows the Cumula ve Distribu on Func on (CDF) of the average yearly
accessibility to a loca on close to K13, 100km away from the Dutch coast, depending
on the limi ng signiﬁcant wave height. In other words, each line in Figure 3 indicates the
range of the expected yearly accessibility per maximum allowable signiﬁcant wave height.
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Figure 3: Average yearly accessibility CDF for various max. allowable Hs for the period from 1995 to
2004 at K13 loca on.
Average Yearly Accessibility CDF (Period: 1995-2004)
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According to Figure 3, for an access system opera ng up to sea states of Hs = 1.5m, the
expected average yearly accessibility ranges from 51% to 68%. Increasing the limit sea
state to 2.0m increases the yearly accessibility by 20% whereas a more advanced access
system (max Hs = 2.5m) would oﬀer at least 80% yearly accessibility. Besides average
yearly accessibility, the monthly accessibility is also of importance since it indicates the
seasonal eﬀect. Figure 4 presents the monthly accessibility at K13 loca on for year 1999.
Figure 4: Monthly accessibility for max. allowable Hs of 2.0m and 3.0m for year 1999 at K13 loca on.
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Year 1999 was chosen since it corresponds to CDF = 0.5 in Figure 3, basically represen ng the P 50 weather scenario which is par cularly useful when describing weather
down me. In this case, two maximum allowable signiﬁcant wave heights were used (Hs
of 2.0 and 3.0m) for clarity reasons. As it is expected, the major diﬀeren a on between
the two signiﬁcant wave height limits is iden ﬁed during the winter months where the accessibility drops by 20 − 30% for an access system opera ng up to Hs of 2.0m. This leads
to an overall yearly accessibility of 74% and 92% for Hs of 2.0 and 3.0m respec vely,
during year 1999 according to Figure 3 (see CDF = 0.5).

1.2 Objective and report outline
As it was already highlighted in the previous sec on, accessibility is crucial for oﬀshore
wind farms. Enlarging the opera ng weather windows for accessing far oﬀshore sites is a
key driver for cost reduc ons in oﬀshore wind. Hence, the market for access systems has
evolved rapidly and every year new systems are being introduced. This work intends to:
• Present the state-of-the-art access systems for oﬀshore wind
• Iden fy their key parameters
• Show the importance of O&M modelling
• Provide recommenda ons for future developments.
The report is organized as follows: Chapter 2 gives an overview of oﬀshore wind access
systems, both exis ng and under-development, Chapter 3 explains the framework for assessing their impact through ECN O&M Access tool and Chapter 4 provides the conclusions
and future work.
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2
Access systems overview
The importance of oﬀshore wind access in terms of O&M aspects was outlined in Chapter
1. This is also supported by the fact that oﬀshore wind access industry is evolving rapidly.
In this Chapter, an overview of exis ng and under-development oﬀshore wind access systems (start 2017) is presented. It should be noted that the informa on presented is partly
based on publicly available informa on and was partly provided by access system developers.
There are basically three routes to access an oﬀshore wind turbine: 1) The boat landing
at sea level, from where technicians climb the ladder(s) to reach the pla orm, 2) The platform, located on top of the Transi on Piece (TP) where technicians can enter directly into
the turbine tower and 3) The helideck, which provides direct access to the nacelle. Figure 5 shows one example for each access method. In the following Sec ons, the access
systems presented are categorized based on their landing/access point.

Figure 5: Access to the boat landing [4], pla orm [5] and helideck [6] (from le to right).

Before presen ng the overview of access systems, it should be noted that the accessibility
they can provide is the measure that is mostly used to characterize them. Especially for
ship-based access, signiﬁcant wave height (Hs ) is the sta s cal measure that has been
widely used to deﬁne accessibility. For direct access through CTVs, deﬁning accessibility based only on Hs , it is a generally accepted assump on, even simplis c. On the other
hand, for access through systems that are mounted on top of CTVs or SOVs such as mo on
compensated gangways, the interac on of the system with the vessel is u erly important.
Besides all relevant environmental condi ons (wind speed and direc on; wave height, direc on and period both for swell and wind-waves; current speed and direc on), vessel
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design and size and loca on of the system on the vessel should also be taken into account
when deﬁning the accessibility such system can provide. Since the underlying assumpons for deﬁning accessibility based on Hs can vary between individual access system
providers, references that relate accessibility with Hs for systems mounted on vessels are
not included in this report, even if available.
Moreover, ECN proposes a framework for assessing accessibility in collabora on with
MARIN and TNO under the Oﬀshore Maintenance Joint Industry Project (OM JIP). In this
project, vessel mo ons are calculated for a variety of designs for CTVs and SOVs (MARIN),
the eﬀect of vessel mo ons on technician performance is studied (TNO) and these are
coupled in ECN’s O&M modelling tool. The results can form a common way for assessing
accessibility which considers all relevant environmental condi ons and ship-access system
interac on especially for the case of SOVs.

2.1 Access to the boat landing
The most commonly used way of accessing oﬀshore wind turbines is through the boat
landing, on the founda on of the wind turbine. The reason for its popularity is that it is
a cost-eﬀec ve and a fast solu on, especially for near-shore wind farms. Originally, small
boats were used by the industry. The increasing volume of the oﬀshore wind industry
alongside with the increased knowledge have brought about an evolu on in CTVs and
support systems on these CTVs: faster transit to and from the port, enhanced comfort,
higher safety standards especially during the actual transfers, be er trained crews, larger
deck space on the front deck for cargo and last but not least: improved accessibility.

Crew Transfer Vessels (CTVs)
There is a wide range of specialized CTVs that provide fast access to oﬀshore wind farms,
located usually in close proximity to a port base. Personnel transfer is accomplished by
crea ng fric onal contact between the vessel’s specially shaped bow with fender and the
founda on in order to eliminate vessel’s transla ons, commonly known as the ”bump and
jump” method. CTVs carry typically 12 technicians and cargo such as small spare parts
and equipment. Deck cargo is li ed from the deck to the pla orm of the TP by using the
built-in davit crane or nacelle crane. Currently, more than 400 CTVs transfer technicians
to oﬀshore wind farms. The types of CTVs according to their hull shape include:
1. Monohull
The ﬁrst CTVs that were used in oﬀshore wind farms were monohull vessels modiﬁed
from an exis ng pool of mul -purpose vessels. Their main advantages are their low
cost and scalability. On the other hand, monohull CTVs can typically operate safely up
to sea states of signiﬁcant wave height of 1.2 − 1.5m.
2. Catamaran
The majority of CTVs nowadays are aluminum catamarans. The main reasons behind
their extensive usage are the high speeds that they can achieve and the good seakeeping behavior in medium sea condi ons. Their disadvantage compared to monohull vessels is their rela ve higher cost. Catamaran CTVs can operate sa sfactorily at
signiﬁcant wave heights up to 1.5 − 2m.
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3. Trimaran
In an eﬀort to reduce fuel consump on and improve seakeeping behavior of catamarans, trimaran CTVs have recently entered the market. A er employing a gripper
system in the bow, transfer of technicians is possible up to sea states of Hs of 2.5m.

Figure 6: Monohull [7], Catamaran [8] and Trimaran [9] CTVs (from le to right).

4. Small Waterplane Area Twin Hull (SWATH)
The market share of SWATH CTVs is constantly increasing. SWATHs are catamaran-like
vessels, which achieve greater stability by minimizing the hull cross sec on area at the
sea’s surface. Their design allows comfort during sailing and safe access at signiﬁcant
wave heights of 2.0 − 2.5m. Their disadvantage is higher cost and lower speed compared to catamarans.
5. Surface Eﬀect Ship (SES)
The technology of SES has also been adopted for CTVs. The hull shape of SES CTVs
is similar to catamarans but most of the vessel’s weight is li ed by an air cushion,
which provides high stability leading to high speeds, less fuel consump on and good
seakeeping behavior. However this comes with the disadvantage of design complexity
and higher costs. Overall, maximum operable sea states vary from 2.0 to 2.5m Hs .

Figure 7: SWATH [10] and SES [11] CTVs (from le to right).

Table 1 shows an overview of typical values of the characteris cs of the aforemen oned
CTV types. It should be noted that the values do not essen ally represent the CTVs displayed in Figures 6 and 7.

Table 1: Main characteris cs of CTV types.

Length [m]
Speed (max) [knots]
Passengers [-]
Cargo [tons]
Hs (max) [m]
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Monohull
21
23
12
5
1.5

Catamaran
20
25
12
10
2

Trimaran
18
20
12
1
2.5

SWATH
20
23
12
2
2.5

SES
28
33
12
4
2.5
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Systems that enhance access through CTVs
The cost advantage of CTVs has driven the development of systems that can enhance their
accessibility and overall safety. These systems can either be mounted on their foredeck
compensa ng vessel’s mo ons or on the turbine’s structure, both assis ng access to the
turbine’s ladder. The requirements for the vessel characteris cs (e.g. length) and the
boat landing vary for each system as well as the compensa on method (ac ve or passive).
Most of the aforemen oned devices are gangways but there are also other concepts, as
presented below.
Ampelmann L-Type
Ampelmann L-type is the smallest Ampelmann system, suitable for fast crew vessels without Dynamic Posi oning (DP). It is
a plug and play system allowing fast mobiliza on. Ac ve compensa on is used during landing and passive compensa on during transferring [12].

Figure 8: Ampelmann L-Type.

Autobrow
Figure 9: Autobrow [13].

The Autobrow System has been developed
by Otso Ltd from a concept designed by Ad
Hoc Marine Designs. Autobrow is a moon compensated gangway system, suitable for CTVs, ac vely elimina ng the effect of heave and pitch while passively reducing roll. Its design is focused on light
weight, reliability and low cost.
Houlder - Turbine Access System (TAS)
Figure 10: Houlder’s TAS [14].

Houlder’s TAS is a mo on compensated
gangway which reduces the ver cal movements by using a damped roller system.
It can be ﬁ ed in small CTVs without DP,
hence contact between the boat landing
and the CTV’s fender is required. Once
connected, it automa cally compensates
for rela ve mo ons to allow con nual
transfer of personnel. The total working
load is 350kg.
MaXccess T-Series
MaXccess T-Series by Osbit Power is a passive mo on compensated gangway which
clamps onto either of the ver cal tubular spars of the boat landing and allows
the vessel to roll, pitch and yaw freely,
while preven ng ver cal and horizontal

14

Figure 11: MaXccess T-Series [15].

bow mo on. There are two versions of the said system (T12 and T18), for which the
clamping capacity is 12 and 18 tonnes respec vely.
MOMAC - MOTS 500 and MOTS 1000/G
MOTS 500 is a robo c-based transfer arm ac vely compensa ng vessel’s mo ons in all
direc ons. It can be installed in small vessels without DP and requires contact of the vessel
with the boat landing. On the other hand, MOTS 1000/G is an ac ve mo on compensated
gangway requiring a DP vessel.
Figure 12: MOTS 500 and MOTS 1000/G [16].

SMST Telescopic Access Bridge (TAB)
Figure 13: SMST Small TAB [17].

The small SMST TAB can be mounted on
fast oﬀshore cra s and CTVs. The length
can vary from 7m to 24m while the low
weight ensures low power consump on.
Vessel mo ons can be compensated acvely or passively dependent on the applica on.

Up me Gangway 8m - 12m - 15m
Figure 14: Up me Gangway 8m - 12m - 15m [18].

Up me’s small gangways are telescopic,
passive mo on compensated gangways
suitable for a variety of vessels, with or
without DP.
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WaterBridge
Figure 15: WaterBridge [19].

WaterBridge, designed by the Engineering
Business (later acquired by IHC) consists
of an inﬂatable structure which creates a
temporary bridge between the vessel and
the turbine structure. Once deployed, the
WaterBridge minimises the eﬀect of relave mo ons between the support vessel
and the structure at the transfer point allowing safe access for technicians.

Wind-Bridge
Figure 16: The Wind-Bridge [20].

Wind Bridge by Knut Hansen is a pneuma cbased boarding bridge for access to boat
landings on oﬀshore wind turbines from a
service vessel featuring an impact absorbing boarding system and dynamic heave
compensa on. A er contact is made, an
automated reten on clamp system is acvated forming a safe access. The advantage of this system is that it can hook on to
a standard boat landing regardless of the
direc on of the waves, current and wind.

Z-Catch
Figure 17: Zcatch [21].

Zcatch by Ztechnologies is a hydraulic
clamping system that can be mounted on
the deck of CTVs. It consists of 2 hydraulic
arms which can rotate around a ver cal
axis. At their front-end a hydraulic clamp
is mounted which can be swung around
the ver cal steel bars of the boat landing.
The constant tension system guarantees
a constant clamping-force while it s ll allows the pitch and heave movement of the
vessel.
Sliding Ladder (SLILAD) and Z-Step
Besides systems mounted on the deck of CTVs, there are systems that can be installed
on the TP in order to assist personnel transfer. SLILAD developed by MOMAC is a sliding
ladder which eliminates the rela ve mo ons between vessel to ladder and ladder to platform during access opera ons. Ini ally, the vessel movements are compensated through
a locked connec on element. Hence, the ladder is ﬁxed to the vessel providing safe transfer. A er stepping to the ladder, it becomes ﬁxed to the oﬀshore structure, allowing safe
access to the pla orm.
Zstep by Ztechnologies is a step up pla orm which compensates the movement of the
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vessel during access and egress of the turbine founda on ladder. During the moment of
stepping over, the Zstep pla orm moves simultaneously with the vessel bow. This results
in a smooth step over from the vessel to the oﬀshore ladder and vice versa.

Figure 18: SLILAD [22] and Zstep [23].

2.2 Access to the platform
The limited accessibility CTVs can provide and the safety implica ons that are imposed
have turned the a en on to solu ons that provide fast and safe access directly to the TP
pla orm at eleva on from the mean sea level of approximately 15 − 20m. Considering
also the fact that wind farms move further oﬀshore, oﬀshore accommoda on is also highly
desirable. This is the reason why Walk to Work (W2W) solu ons have been developed,
also known as SOVs which include a DP2 vessel usually longer than 60m with a mo on
compensated gangway to eliminate rela ve mo ons between vessel and wind turbine.

Figure 19: Walk to Work vessels Esvagt Faraday [24] and Damen [25].

In terms of mo on compensa on, there are two modes: ac ve and passive. Ac ve moon compensa on uses sensors and control systems to eliminate rela ve mo ons. Passive
compensa on is achieved by a mechanical linkage which adjusts itself passively. Oﬀshore
wind access through mo on compensated gangways is a rela vely new market and new
systems are constantly being developed. However, eﬀort has been made to include most
of them in this publica on. Besides mo on compensated gangways, there are other systems that can be installed on vessels and transfer technicians to the TP pla orm. Last,
systems that can be located on the wind turbine structure that provide direct access from
the vessel to the TP pla orm are also presented.

ECN-E-16-013
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Mo on compensated gangways
Most of the mo on compensated gangways focus on personnel transfer either to the TP’s
work pla orm or to the intermediate pla orm. Moreover, some of them can also be used
in their standard version or a er certain upgrades for carrying small cargo (in most cases
up to 1000kg). This covers 92% of all O&M ac vi es in oﬀshore wind farms [26]. The
other ac vi es include the replacement of heavy components and li ing of these heavier
parts is usually carried out by the internal crane of the wind turbine and in some cases the
built-in crane of a jack-up vessel or barge.
Ampelmann A- and E-Type
One of the market leaders of mo on compensated access systems is Ampelmann. Inspired by the Stewart pla orm, Ampelmann eliminates any rela ve mo on by taking real
me measurements of the ship’s mo ons and then compensates them by using 6 hydraulic cylinders. Ac ve mo on compensa on reduces the residual mo on compared to
passive compensa on. The ﬁrst concept was A-Type and later, Ampelmann E-Type was
introduced. Both are stand-alone systems and they are suitable for transferring people
and cargo. All cri cal components are equipped redundantly. The largest E-Type, E8000,
is capable of transferring cargo up to 8000kg and personnel [12].
Figure 20: Ampelmann A-Type and E-Type (courtesy of Ampelmann).

Barge Master 3.0 and 4.5 gangways
Figure 21: Barge Master Gangway [27].

Barge Master’s mo on compensated gangways were introduced in 2015. The diﬀerence between these two is a mo on compensated pedestal which increases workability. Barge Master’s gangway has a modular design and func onality can be extended with a height adjustable tower for
instance (Figure 21). Besides personnel,
cargo can be transferred by a cargo basket
(max 150kg), a pallet trolley (max 500kg)
and a li ing winch (max 1000kg).

Crew Access Bridge (CRAB)
Figure 22: Crew Access Bridge [28].

CRAB by W3G Marine is a new design for a
mo on compensated gangway, fully electric, aiming for low weight and small footprint on the deck of the vessel. CRAB uses
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a counterweight supported by two wires and the system supports slewing, luﬃng and
telescoping.

Houlder Personnel Transfer System (PTS)
Figure 23: Houlder PTS [29].

Houlder’s PTS u lises an adjustable stair
structure to allow a large ver cal envelope while keeping the gangway rela vely
horizontal for improved safety. Once connected, the system automa cally compensates for rela ve mo ons between the
vessel and the structure to allow con nuous transfer of personnel. The total working load is 350kg.

Kenz Cranes Oﬀshore Gangways

f

ff

f

ff

Figure 24: Kenz Cranes gangway (courtesy of Kenz).

Kenz Cranes can provide several types of
3 mo on ac ve compensated gangways
(e.g. small 15 − 25m and large 30 − 45m).
Slewing mo ons are performed by means
of a slewing bearing ac vated by two slewing gears, single stage telescopic mo on
by means of a winch that pulls the telescopic gangway back and forth and luﬀing mo ons by means of two hydraulic
cylinders. For accessing oﬀshore wind turbines, the gangway is equipped with a bumper docking system. The gangway is also provided with a hook a achment and uses the same 3D mo on compensa on system to
safely hoist and lower equipment to the pla orm [30].
MacGregor gangway
Figure 25: MacGregor gangway [31].

MacGregor’s experience in compensated
cranes gave rise to the development of
an ac ve heave compensated gangway
which features three compensa ng moons (slew, luﬃng, telescoping) in its standard model. However, pedestal’s roll,
pitch and telescoping can be ac vely compensated through certain upgrades.

MaXccess AM- and P-Series
Figure 26: Maxccess gangway [15].

Osbit Power’s telescopic access gangways
include an ac ve mo on (AM-Series) and
a passive mo on (P-Series) compensated
telescopic gangway. MaXccess P-Series is
suitable for a variety of vessels and it can
be longer than 50m whereas AM-Series is

ECN-E-16-013
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suitable for medium-sized DP vessels and the maximum length is typically 25m.
Seagull
Figure 27: Seagull gangway [32].

Seagull mo on compensated gangway by
Safeway was introduced in the market in
2015. One of the a ributes of this system is its modular design and the height
adjustment which can ensure horizontal access even in rela vely high landing
points.

SeaQualizer
Figure 28: SeaQualizer gangway.

SeaQualizer is a design for an oﬀshore access bridge with a balanced heave compensa on system, aiming for low cost and
reliable opera ons. This is accomplished
by balancing two of the most energy consuming movements of mo on compensaon for waves (heave and pitch or roll) by
a hydro-pneuma c system. The remaining forces required to compensate for the
wave mo ons in all six degrees of freedom are actuated by conven onal actuators.
SMST TAB M and L
Figure 29: SMST M series TAB [33].

SMST’s medium and large telescopic access bridges range from 7m to 32m. Because of the modular design, they can
be installed on diﬀerent types of vessels.
Height adjustment is also possible by using a pedestal. Vessel mo ons are compensated by controlling the luﬃng, slewing and telescoping mo ons of the system.
The bridges can be ac vely and passively
controlled both during landing and transfer opera ons.

Up me Gangway 23.4m and 26m
Figure 30: Up me 23.4m Gangway [18].

Up me’s large ac ve mo on compensated gangways (either 23.4m or 26m)
have been introduced in the market since
2013 and they have an extensive track
record. They are suitable for long operaons due to the passive connec on to the
ﬁxed structure a er reaching the landing
point.
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Zbridge
Figure 31: Zbridge [34].

Zbridge by ZTechnologies is a newly built
mo on compensated gangway system for
transferring personnel and cargo (max.
1000kg).

All of the aforemen oned mo on compensated gangways aim to eliminate the rela ve
mo ons between the vessel and the oﬀshore structure providing safe access for personnel. However, their technical characteris cs can diﬀer signiﬁcantly. Table 2 presents an
overview of their most relevant technical characteris cs.
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Table 2: Overview of mo on compensated gangways.

Min. length gangway [m]
Max. length gangway [m]
Max. work. angle +/- [deg.]
Gangway width [m]
System weight [ton]
Footprint on vessel [m2 ]
Vessel length [m]
Mobiliza on me [hr]
Deployment me [s]
Max. connec on me [hr]
Max. power requirement [kW ]
Max. load [kg]
Max. load per area [kg/m2 ]
Systems built [-]

Ampelmann
A-Type
E-Type
18
18
25
25
17/17
17/17
0.6
0.6
39
100
46
80
8
12
> 50

Barge Master
3.0 M|L
4.5 M|L
15|17
15|17
25|28
25|28
18/18
18/18
0.9
0.9
25
113
2.5
15
24
48
30
120
200
700
1000
1000
400
400
-

Crab

PTS

Kenz

Seagull

14
20
17/17
0.8
< 20
16
24
60
300
-

16
23
24/18
25
350
-

16.2−30
26.2−45
20/20
0.8 − 1.2
500
4

18
28
15/15
1.1
75
30
24
300
400
1

SMST
TAB M
TAB L
7 − 16
16 − 25
11 − 24
24 − 40
25 − 20
27 − 23
0.6 − 0.9
1.2
< 24
> 72
1000
400
6
-

Up me
23.4
26
15.4
18
23.4
26
18/13
18/13
1.2
1.2
27
37
15
15
1000
1000
400
400
25

Zbridge
15
24
15/15
1.2
40
30
> 70
72
15
200
1000
1000
1

Notes
1. Only mo on compensated gangways for which technical details were either publicly available or were shared by the developers are included in the Table (December 2016).
2. The Table provides an overview of exis ng and under-development mo on compensated gangways and a direct comparison between them should not be made since the
ﬁgures included are highly dependent on individual assump ons.
3. References to maximum sea state (Hs ) for which a mo on compensated gangway can eliminate vessel mo ons have been excluded from the Table since it depends on the
vessel design and size, loca on of the system on the vessel and other environmental condi ons including wind speed, wave direc on and period etc.

Other systems
Besides mo on compensated gangways, there are systems posi oned either at the vessel
or at the wind turbine structure which can provide direct access to the TP work pla orm.
FrogXT
FrogXT by Reﬂex Marine is a buoyant personnel transfer capsule which is transported using a standard deck crane on
a larger vessel. It can transfer up to
nine technicians with light equipment and
tools. The success of this system in the oil
and gas industry has led Reﬂex Marine to
propose a smaller capsule that can be easily stowed on a workboat, combined with
a specially-built davit crane on the TP.

Figure 32: FrogXT [35].

Oﬀshore Passenger Transfer Systen (OPTS)
Figure 33: OPTS [36].

OPTS by Oﬀco is a fully compensated
basket that can be installed in a large
variety of vessels. The OPTS has the
ability to move freely 360 degrees with
an outreach of 24m The OPTS can also
be used for li ing opera ons up to 2.5
tons with or without mo on compensaon.
Personnel Transfer System (PTS)
Figure 34: PTS [37].

This system is being developed by Personnel Transfer System GmbH. PTS consists of a remote controlled crane installed
on each turbine’s transi on piece pla orm
which li s one technician from the vessel
to the working pla orm of the structure
and vice versa. It is a fully heave compensated system and the limit for safe operaon is 500kg and 800kg.
Selstair
Figure 35: Selstair [38].

The Selstair personnel transfer system developed by Viking is a collapsible remote
operated staircase that can be lowered either to sea or above sea for personnel
transfer to vessel and vice versa. The
system is deployed by pure gravity and
electrical power is only needed for retrieval.
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Wind li
Figure 36: Wind li [39].

The Wind li system, developed by Fassmer, is a height-adjustable pla orm for access to oﬀshore wind turbines from small
vessels. Personnel and equipment are
transferred to the pla orm at vessel-deck
level. The pla orm, which is ﬁ ed around
the turbine founda on, is then hoisted to
the working deck level, avoiding the need
for technicians to climb external ladders.

2.3 Access to the helideck
Helicopters can oﬀer access to the helideck of oﬀshore wind turbines and substa ons for
wind speeds up to 20m/s [3]. Because of the safety issues regarding helicopter access,
ditching requirements have been established which also account for the sea state [40].
Helicopter access requires a hois ng pla orm built on top of the nacelle which is mostly
common nowadays in oﬀshore substa ons. Besides their advantage in terms of accessibility, helicopters can signiﬁcantly decrease the travelling me compared to CTVs but they
can only carry a small number of technicians (usually 3) and small spare parts and equipment at high hourly rates. All personnel and equipment need to be winched from the
helicopter on to the helideck at the nacelle roof, requiring stand-s ll of the wind turbine.
Figure 37: Oﬀshore wind helicopter access [41].
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3
O&M modelling
This Chapter explains the added value of O&M modelling when assessing the impact of
various access systems and presents the results of a case study by using ECN O&M Access
tool.

3.1 Approach
The evalua on of the performance of access systems is usually based on the maximum
sea state they can operate safely in, since this is usually the bo leneck while accessing
oﬀshore wind turbines. This form of evalua on is rather simplis c and it can only provide
average accessibility values depending on the loca on and the me period within a year.
In order to accurately examine the added value of an access system during oﬀshore wind
O&M ac vi es, a realis c O&M scenario needs to be developed where the access system
is integrated as part of the available resources. Some of the parameters and interac ons
that inﬂuence O&M and should be taken into account include:
• Component failure rates of wind turbines and Balance of Plant (BoP)
• Metocean condi ons
• Weather opera ng limits for vessels and equipment
• Availability of access systems
• Availability of other vessels and equipment (e.g. jack-up vessels)
• Availability of spare parts
• Technicians working shi pa erns
• Maintenance type (correc ve or preven ve).
In order to explain the rela on of the aforemen oned parameters with an access system
and star ng from the failures of the various parts of an oﬀshore wind farm, these primarily deﬁne the opera onal me that an access system is required. Besides failures, the
weather condi ons during the me of failures determine whether an access system can
be used according to its weather opera ng limits. However, even if the weather condions allow the usage of an access system, it is possible that it is already occupied with
another maintenance ac vity. In some cases, where two systems are required for one
ac vity (e.g. access system and jack-up barge), the unavailability of one of the required
resources leads to addi onal down me. Including also the various shi pa erns and the
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maximum number of available technicians, down me due to lack of man-power could
be experienced. The same applies for lack of available spare parts, hence the availability
and required lead me for spare parts need to be taken into account. Finally, the type of
maintenance is crucial since for preven ve maintenance, the required resources including
access systems are already reserved but in the case of correc ve maintenance, addi onal
me may be required to mobilize the access system. All the above pinpoint the complexity of oﬀshore wind O&M ac vi es as well as the necessity for evalua ng the eﬀect of
various parts of the en re chain such as access systems through a holis c approach.

3.2 ECN O&M Access
For the purposes of this work, ECN’s in-house developed tool O&M Access is used to invesgate the added value of access systems for oﬀshore wind O&M [42]. ECN O&M Access
tool is an O&M cost es mator speciﬁcally developed for the designers and developers
of maintenance vessels and access systems for the oﬀshore wind industry. Through this
tool, vessel and access system designers and developers are able to inves gate the impact of their systems on the wind farm availability and maintenance costs. Genera ng
cost impact and lost produc on informa on of wind farms towards vessel and access system designers ensures that the eﬀect of their design assump ons and the total business
case for new developments can be properly evaluated.

3.3 Case study
In order to illustrate the framework of O&M modelling, a reference wind farm in the Dutch
Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) is chosen, 50km away from shore. The wind farm capacity
is 720M W , comprising of 90 8.0M W wind turbines. A typical 8.0M W is selected including its power curve, cost of spares and failure rates. The metocean data used correspond
to an oﬀshore loca on 10km north of the Borssele Site I centre [43]. Next, the O&M
strategies are developed and ﬁnally the results are presented. It should be noted that for
this case study, the weather opera ng limits include only thresholds on wind speed and
signiﬁcant wave height. It is intended that this study will be repeated and published a er
the improvements in the accessibility model of ECN O&M Access tool under OM JIP.

O&M strategies
As far as the O&M strategies are concerned and star ng with the repairs that are needed
for each wind turbine fault or failure, all maintenance ac vi es can be categorized as follows:
• Remote reset: Turbine in error, can be reset remotely, no access necessary, only
down me
• Inspec on/repair inside: Small inspec on or repair ac on inside the turbine, technicians with toolbox, low costs, limited down me
• Inspec on/repair outside: Small inspec on or repair ac on outside the turbine (e.g.
blade inspec on or repair), technicians with toolbox, low costs, limited down me
• Small replacement: Replacement of components which can be hoisted with the turbine crane, medium costs, medium down me
• Large replacement: Replacement of large components which need to be hoisted with
a jack-up vessel, high costs, high down me.
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Hence, the decision on the O&M strategy determines how the aforemen oned repairs
can be carried out including the access systems needed. For example -in the case of harbour based O&M strategy-, a small replacement may require a CTV with suﬃcient cargo
capacity whereas in the case of oﬀshore based strategy, a SOV can perform most of the
small replacements. Moreover, all repair ac vi es except remote reset require an access
system than can bring technicians on the wind turbine structure. Therefore, there is always a primary access method (e.g. CTV) which is usually the most eﬃcient me- and
cost-wise but in most cases, at least one alterna ve method of access (e.g. helicopter)
may be available in order to decrease down me. Currently, ECN O&M Access tool allows
maximum one alterna ve access method for each repair.
Focusing on the O&M strategies, 3 baseline O&M models are deﬁned by using the ECN
O&M Access tool: i) Harbour based O&M performed by CTVs, ii) Harbour based O&M
performed by CTVs and supported by helicopter and iii) Oﬀshore based O&M performed
by a SOV including a mo on compensated gangway for access. As far as SOVs are concerned, it should be men oned that two daughter cra s can be launched from the SOV
as the primary access method for inspec on and small repairs. Table 3 corresponds the
various repairs with the primary (1st) and alterna ve (2nd) access methods that are used
by each of the O&M strategies.
Table 3: O&M strategies – Overview of repair ac ons and access methods.

Remote Reset
Inspec on/Repair Inside
Inspec on/Repair Outside
Small Replacement
Large Replacement

Harbour (CTVs)
1st
2nd
CTV
CTV
CTV
CTV
-

Harbour (CTVs+heli)
1st
2nd
CTV
Heli
CTV
Heli
CTV
CTV
-

Oﬀshore (SOV)
1st
2nd
Cra
SOV
Cra
SOV
SOV
SOV
-

For the reference wind farm, all three deﬁned O&M strategies are inves gated. For the
harbour based strategy, three CTVs are available whereas in the case of helicopter support, two CTVs are used. The oﬀshore based strategy consists of one SOV with a mo on
compensated gangway and two daughter cra s. Moreover, the weather limi ng condi ons considered for the access systems include: maximum signiﬁcant wave height of
1.2m, 1.5m and 3.0m for the daughter cra s, CTVs and SOV respec vely and maximum
wind speed of 20m/s for helicopter access. Besides the aforemen oned O&M speciﬁcaons, the number of available technicians, the vessels and equipment (e.g. jack-up barges,
diving support vessels, cable laying vessels) needed for performing the maintenance and
the cost parameters are chosen based on ECN’s in-house experience.

Results
The speciﬁed inputs and repair strategies are used during the Monte Carlo simula on of
random failures and rela ve performance indicators are generated (e.g. availability, cost
of energy, total O&M costs) as well as speciﬁc data regarding down me and cost breakdowns. Table 4 summarizes the key O&M ﬁgures including the me and yield availability
of the wind farm, the repair costs and revenue losses during down me which are summed
up to give the total O&M costs and ﬁnally the O&M LCOE. It should be noted that these
numbers correspond to one year of opera on and they are averaged over 500 simula ons.
As it can be seen in the Table, the eﬀect of various O&M strategies and diﬀerent means
of access is clear to the performance of the wind farm. In general for all three strategies,
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the O&M contribu on to the overall COE ranging from 1.83 to 2.10¢e /kW h shows that
the upscaling in wind turbine sizes can decrease signiﬁcantly the O&M costs, compared
to the typical values between 2 to 3 ¢e /kW h.
Table 4: O&M simula on results.
Harbour (CTVs)
95.0/94.5
59.33
24.48
83.81
1.85

Availability [ me/yield %]
Repair costs [M e ]
Revenue losses [M e ]
Total O&M eﬀort [M e ]
Cost of energy [¢e /kW h]

Harbour (CTVs+heli)
95.8/95.6
59.39
19.67
79.06
1.83

Oﬀshore (SOV)
95.9/95.7
68.22
18.64
86.86
2.10

The comparison between the diﬀerent strategies shows that harbour based strategy supported by helicopter access is the most eﬀec ve in terms of overall cost. Speciﬁcally, replacing a CTV by a helicopter increases the yield availability by 1.1% with a reduc on in the
revenue losses of 5M e per year. Despite the higher costs for employing a helicopter compared to a CTV, repair costs increase only slightly since improved accessibility decreases
also the delays for opera ons that require jack-up vessels such as replacements, leading
to higher eﬃciency in the en re supply chain. Finally, oﬀshore based strategy improves
further the availability to 95.7% but it comes with the disadvantage of an expensive SOV.
In order to show the eﬀect of the accessibility on the performance of a wind farm and
speciﬁcally the availability, Figure 38 shows the results of a sensi vity analysis on the
maximum allowable signiﬁcant wave height for access though a SOV including a mo on
compensated gangway for the aforemen oned reference case.
Figure 38: Wind farm availability (yield) versus max. allowable Hs for oﬀshore based strategy (SOV).
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As it can be seen, for the case developed in this work and the corresponding metocean
condi ons, marginal improvements are expected in the availability of the wind farm a er
extending the limit beyond Hs of 3.0m which is currently considered the industry standard for access through mo on compensated gangways.
Finally, it should be noted that the results of this study concern speciﬁcally the reference
wind farm that was chosen including distance from port (50km), relevant metocean condions and other inputs and assump ons. Hence, generic conclusions should not be drawn
and for each wind farm, a dedicated model should be developed.
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4
Conclusions & future work
This Chapter presents the main conclusions of this publica on and provides the scope of
the future work.

4.1 Conclusions
The primary goal of this work was to provide an overview of the available and underdevelopment access solu ons for oﬀshore wind O&M. Moreover, a case study was used
to illustrate how ECN O&M Access tool can be used to evaluate the impact of diﬀerent
ways of access on the performance of the wind farm.
The compara ve study pinpointed that currently a wide range of CTVs is mainly used for
oﬀshore wind O&M, providing access up to sea states of Hs of 1.5 − 2m. In addi on, a
number of systems that enhance CTVs’ performance in terms of accessibility and safety
have entered the market. Access through CTVs is relevant for near-shore wind farms usually closer than 70km from shore and beyond this distance, oﬀshore accommoda on is
inevitable and the current trend shows the poten al of SOVs and mo on compensated
gangways as the access methods, opera ng usually up to sea states of Hs of 3.0m. However, even for distances from shore of less than 70km, strategic reasons have already led
some service providers and wind farm owners to choose a SOV instead of CTVs. Moreover,
other concepts have been proposed as alterna ve to mo on compensated gangways but
they are not yet commercially available. Last, helicopter support can be quite beneﬁcial
due to the fast response mes and almost unlimited accessibility. Ul mately, logis c concepts that include a variety of access systems (e.g. SOV with daughter cra s supported by
helicopter) are required to increase availability to 96 − 97% for far-oﬀshore wind farms.
This will require further innova ons of access systems in order to overcome technical challenges and provide these systems at an acceptable cost.
As far as the results of the O&M modelling are concerned, it was made clear that distance
from port is crucial for selec ng the most suitable O&M strategy. Speciﬁcally for the case
study developed (720M W wind farm, 50km away from shore), harbour based strategy
supported by helicopter access was to be the most cost-eﬀec ve op on. However, results
are based on the model developed in this work and each wind farm needs a separate analysis. In general, accessibility is only one parameter for selec ng an access system but a
holis c O&M modelling approach is required that is taken into account interac ons with
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all parts of the O&M supply chain to make a safe conclusion, as the one proposed by ECN
O&M Access tool.

4.2 Future work
As it was men oned, ECN will follow the developments of oﬀshore wind access systems
and intends to update this report every year.
Moreover, it was made clear through this work that examining the added value of access
systems required an integrated approach which takes into account the interac ons with
other parts of O&M (e.g. crew shi pa erns, vessels and equipment). For this reason,
“ECN O&M Access” tool was used which simulates oﬀshore wind O&M ac vi es and esmates the costs.
Currently, ECN O&M Access tool restricts the access to oﬀshore wind turbines based on
thresholds on the wind speed and signiﬁcant wave height as deﬁned by the user. However, there are other important parameters such as wave period and direc on, currents,
de and swell which also inﬂuence accessibility. Moreover, the type of vessels on which
an access system as a gangway is installed is crucial for assessing the accessibility. For this
reason, ECN is working on a next version of the tool which will include the vessel hydrodynamics, as simulated by MARIN, and hence a more comprehensive approach for deﬁning
the access weather opera ng limits.
In addi on, access to oﬀshore wind turbines is mainly related to transfer of technicians.
Taking into account the human factor, it is possible that human fa gue and sea sickness
can inﬂuence the performance of technicians. This means that certain sea states, even if
they are suitable for access, can lead to down me due to poor performance of personnel,
an aspect which is currently being inves gated by TNO, MARIN and ECN under OM JIP.
Last, reliability of the access system is of great importance. Failures of cri cal components of the access system can increase the down me and cause safety implica ons. For
this reason, ECN O&M Access will be upgraded to include reliability aspects of the access
systems so the safety, possible risks and down me due to failures could be quan ﬁed.
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